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AKP Wireless and RANlytics Scandinavia 
announcing strategic partnership for walk 
and drive testing in Poland 
4th August, 2020 
Announcement 
 

AKP Wireless has selected RANlytics as its preferred vendor and strategic 
partner for walk testing, drive testing and saturation RF testing.  

Copenhagen, 4th August 2020.   RANlytics Scandinavia today announced a strategic partnership with AKP 
Wireless, the leading experts for indoor wireless coverage solutions in Poland.  By using RANlytics’s unique RF 
testing technologies and post processing approach AKP will be able to serve its customers’ needs faster, and 
perform much more detailed and accurate RF testing and analysis more cost effectively than is possible with 
any legacy testing system. 

Collecting mobile RF data at scale and at speed has always been problematic as legacy testing systems are 
complex and expensive, and difficult if not impossible to scale to meet the rapidly growing needs of operators 
and enterprise customers.  RANlytics’s revolutionary new approach has eliminated these constraints for the 
first time to support complete testing of every available band on a single walk or drive-testing pass, and to do 
so at lower cost than has ever before been possible. 

Fully automated post processing and walk test report generation is another industry first introduced by 
RANlytics; as is immediate access by both technical and non-technical users to all RF drive test data ever 
recorded – making time based change analysis easy for the first time.  RANlytics complements the best walk 
and drive test data available with intuitive and powerful data visualisation, reporting and analysis tools that 
enable customers to extract more value from RF testing than has ever been possible.  All at the lowest per-unit 
costs in the industry.   
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“By using RANlytics for our walk and drive testing we are now able to offer our customers better, faster and 
more accurate testing than with any other solution in the market. RF testing and generating reports is now 
affordable at a much wider scale.” says Krzysztof Nowiński, co-founder of AKP Wireless. “Enterprise customers, 
mobile operators, regulatory agencies and many other customers in Poland will benefit from this strategic 
partnership as RF testing will become so much more effective and affordable.” 

“RANlytics is pleased to partner with AKP Wireless – another market leader – to help to drive our aggressive 
growth and expansion plan in EMEA.” explained Markus Walter, RANlytics’s SVP EMEA. “We are is providing 
AKP with the best in class and most cost effective technology suite to capture and process RF mobile data.  Our 
solutions support all mobile technologies, from 2G to 4G, with 5G coming soon, in line with operators launching 
more services more quickly than ever before, while they continuously strive to lower their costs.” 

 

More at ranlytics.com 

 

 
 
 
 


